THE REVELATION
"Oh America, Mighty Eagle, By the plans of Your demise You were grounded by the lies
of destruction, but in Your dream You proclaim liberty, to all throughout this land of
destiny."
Known as King of the Skies, the American Bald Eagle exemplifies freedom, fierce
boldness, acute vision, and faithfulness. Eagles are mentioned several times in the Bible,
expressing God's Sovereignty and the splendor of His nature. It is no coincidence this
masterpiece of the animal kingdom was chosen as our National Emblem. When many of
us think of, or see, a photo of this great bird, in a very real sense, we are drawn into the
glorious character of the Lord.
“Lord God, be exalted as You soar throughout the heavens. May Your shining glory be
seen high above all the earth!” (Psalms 108:5 TPT).
Wherever the Eagle is voiced in the song, the embodiment of the Lord is always realized,
even when the context seems to only emphasize the emblem aspect of America.

From the time people first set foot upon this Nation, the realms of darkness have planted
lies in peoples’ hearts, in an attempt to snuff out true liberties from taking hold. With every
evil, you will find a lie as its source.
We know America's greatness is unparalleled in countless ways among the nations; yet,
throughout our history, we were often on the verge of annihilation. We now live in a day
that is alarmingly dangerous, where the total collapse of our freedoms are the driving
mission of a rising army of people, whether they are aware of what inspires them (or not).
Anything that speaks of God, or is God-breathed, is ridiculed or attacked. Today, the antiChrist spirit, among other spiritual wickedness, has reached an extremely violent level.
The two opposing forces in the spirit realm are in the mother of all battles for the heart
and soul of this Nation… But God has a Dream… His own version of the American
Dream, where the chasing after is all about His pursuit of us with His extravagant
Love.
Through His Sovereign will, God slashed the cords of impending devastation on
November 8, 2016, by raising up Donald Trump to be our President; a man who loves the
Constitution and every other founding document that has the Breath of God on it. The
Great Eagle is now rising up… freed from the snare of the fowler and the perilous
pestilence (Psalms 91:3) - "Spanning wings of love so broad, above one nation
under God!"
With this wonderful reality, there are now greater spiritual battles we must overcome as
Satan's increased rage is playing out in this nation. The Light of the Lord is shining brighter
as evil is increasing at alarming rates, especially given the fact, God is about to bring forth

the spiritual rebirth of this nation. Those of the culture of death are attempting to viciously
abort this precious Life before it's birth.

Within the artwork, historical, as well as everyday believers throughout generations,
inhabit the Stars and Stripes of Old Glory. Actually, in this depiction, it's more of a New
Glory flag because of the truth that all who are in Christ are made new in His life. It's true
that scripture declares the Banner of God's Love is waving over us, but the reality is, we
are also gloriously weaved into its very fine fabric. It's as though this New Glory Banner
is superimposed over Old Glory, expressing a beautiful blend of National Patriotism with
New Glory Patriotism for our God. Everyone in the Artwork (and the millions who
couldn't be painted in), love God, as well as His fulfillment of America's destiny through
their "lives guided Sovereignly, Power of the Almighty."
The Golden Bowls of Revelation 5:8 are now loaded to the brim, bringing them to the
point of tipping over with the precious prayers of the Saints; a sweet-smelling incense that
greatly pleases the Lord. Keep pressing in until this potent mixture - hundreds of years of
prayer - unloads upon America and the whole earth.

In December 2017, I received a strong melodic download. Soon after, I understood three
notes were to be bell tones. More revelation came expanding the melody to eight bell
tones that would ring out of five enormous golden bells. Five is the number God's Grace;
eight is New Beginnings.
While preparing the preliminary drawings of the bells that would be part of the painting,
the Lord showed me each bell was to contain its own specific expression born out of
the Father's Heart; yet, embedded within the core of every bell was an identical powerful
proclamation of the Liberty and Justice of The Most High God. This is the same message
inscribed upon the great American icon, the Liberty Bell. "Proclaim Liberty throughout all
the Land, unto all the inhabitants thereof…" (Leviticus 25:10).
The Philadelphia Public Ledger, using the bell's original name, takes up a story in its
February 26, 1846, publication about the bell's misfortune. This account also reflects the
condition of America today.
"The old Independence Bell rang its last clear note on Monday last in honor of the birthday
of Washington and now hangs in the great city steeple irreparably cracked and dumb…
it received a sort of compound fracture in a zig-zag direction through one of its sides which
put it out of tune and left it a mere wreck of what it was."
All things are repairable in the eyes of God. America is now entering an exciting time of
explosive restoration. Jesus paid the price of redemption by shedding His blood, making
the way for an unprecedented, miraculous move of God.

These five hallowed bells are not carved or sculpted. Their beauty has been the result of
a forging process. Each golden design carries profound blessings and proclamations that
could only be forged through the fiery furnace of Calvary. Kingdom Majesty adorns the
top of each bell with the Crown of the Risen Lord.
First Bell – The Bell of Thy Kingdom Come
“Thy Kingdom come. Thy will be done on earth, as it is in heaven.” (Matthew 6:10 KJV).
A great scroll in heaven is being opened upon the surface of this glorious bell, revealing
the same scene taking place in the Artwork - essentially the earthly realm. As the scroll
continues to be unveiled - past, present, and new revelation (for such a time as this) will
become a radiant reality across America, as mature believers align and co-labor with
Heaven's purposes. If you have ears to hear, hear the bell toll with splendor. Listen also
for the sound of the mighty flash of rising Eagle wings amidst the sound of rolling thunder
emanating from the opening scroll.
Second Bell – The Bell of the Ruach of God
The image upon this bell consists of the Ruach of God surging through the strings of an
ancient lyre. The Hebrew meaning for ruach is breath, wind, or spirit. These powerful
winds are the sounds of resurrection, as the dry bones of a depraved humanity are
infused with God's life, power, and authority - similar to what took place in Ezekiel 37.
This bell is a clarion call to be part of a rising army filled with the Breath of God.
The harp-like instrument (or kinnor) is like the one used by David to worship the One who
loved him so deeply. This bell calls us into God's presence, where we express our love to
the Lord with anointed worship, which is the second clarion call of this bell. “My loving
God, the harp in my heart will praise You. Your faithful heart to us will be the theme of my
song. Melodies and music will rise to You, the Holy One of Israel.” (Ps.71:22 TPT).
Third Bell – The Bell of the End-Time Harvest
Upon this bell is the image of a giant sheaf of wheat, framed between two beautiful angelic
wings.
For several months, I've seen myriads of angels, slowly ascend through the air to the top
of a great mountain. The atmosphere is charged with indescribable Peace. A shimmering
white covering is being created upon the towering summit, as each glorious angel takes
their position. This reminds me of the glistening splendor of the snow-capped peaks of
the Rocky Mountains. These angels are the end-time Reapers, who will partner with us
and the Lord in the days ahead (this doesn't imply that harvesting angels are not at work
today). The Supreme Reaper is the Son of Man, seen sitting upon a cloud, wearing a
golden crown, gripping a sickle in His mighty Hand (Revelation 14:16). The frequency of
this third bell is a compelling call to go into the harvest fields and share the good news.
Mountain avalanches are often triggered due to overloading, earthquakes, gunshots,
shouting, or thunder. I believe a thunderous shout of the Lord will set in motion a

powerful Angelic Avalanche, cascading them down the mountain slopes, crashing
across the ripened harvest fields of America and the whole earth.
The shout of the Lord is like the shot heard around the world, which took place on April
19, 1775, at the Battles of Lexington and Concord; starting the American Revolutionary
war. “Now Zion's mountains move by the might of His Voice! He shakes the snowy peaks
with His ear-splitting sound!” (Psalms 29:6 TPT).
Fourth Bell – The Bell of the Bride and the Bridegroom King
With arms wide open, our Bridegroom King adorns this bell as He awaits the arrival of His
Beloved. “…Glorious and radiant, beautiful and holy, without fault or flaw; a bride fully
prepared for Him…” (Ephesians 5:27b TPT). Behind Him are the doors they will go
through, where they will drink the Cup of Passion and Holy Ecstasy.
The wise virgins never allowed their flames of love for their Beloved to burn out.
Therefore, they entered with Him to the wedding. The door was immediately shut to the
virgins who foolishly let their lamps burn out. Even their painful cries to be let in could not
reverse the situation. Their hearts were eternally pierced by the words of the
Lord, "Assuredly, I say to you, I don't know you."
There is nothing more precious to the Lord, than our desire to equal the desire He has for
a deep loving relationship together. Years of Christian ministry, or good works alone, are
no assurance the doors of eternal intimacy will be opened to the wedding feast (Matthew
25).
Fifth Bell – The Bell of His Whirlwind Passion
An aerial view of the churning storm of God's Glory and Passion is upon this bell. The
Eye of God is the eye of this storm, continually gazing upon us, as the fires of His jealous
love rage on. "Like a fierce Tornado unrelenting, Glory swirls with Your passion above,
touching down in our yearning hearts - swept away in Your torrents of love."
With a greater force than any earthly tornado, God will wreck us with this mighty tempest
of passion, as we are found "standing in the path of Your love." Countless new Believers
will join us upon His pathway. Even many agents of destruction, presently trying to take
down America, and/or take down the President, will be swept away by God's Love and
Forgiveness!
When the bell clappers strike over and over at the inner walls of each Bell, wave after
wave of God's Glory is released, shaking and shifting atmospheres that transforms lives.
For Satan and his powers of darkness, wave after wave strikes terror into their inner core,
causing them to flee.
We must keep pulling on the ropes of Heaven's belfry with increasing intensity and
authority, each day, as we reckon ourselves dead to sin, worship in the beauty of
Holiness, keep the robe of humility on, and press into intercession as never before praying for the Justice and Liberty of this nation to be fully realized. May there be no

blockages in our lives that would hinder our sensitivity to the eternal frequencies of
Heaven.
"Everybody can you hear them calling you now?"

On July 16, 1969, the Apollo 11 Spacecraft, carrying three American Astronauts, was
launched on a mission to put a man on the moon for the first time in history. When the big
day had come on July 20th, the sun was rising over the landing site, The Sea of
Tranquility. Later, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin suited up, crawled through the
connecting tunnel into Eagle, the Lunar Module (LM). When they eventually steered the
module onto the landing site, Armstrong radioed Mission Control, "Houston, Tranquility
Base here. The Eagle has Landed."
Hours later, Armstrong emerged out of the LM, slowly stepping down the ladder. He then
made this declaration, "That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind."
Nineteen minutes later, Aldrin joined Armstrong on the lunar surface, where one of their
functions was the planting of the American flag. Although Aldrin was second, he became
the first to take the Lord's Communion on the moon, hours later after re-entering the LM.
WOW! I believe the Lord is revealing amazing spiritual parallels to what America is now
coming into. July 20, 2019, is the 50th anniversary of the moon landing - the number of
Jubilee! The name Armstrong is no coincidence, as we know, the strong Arm of the Lord
goes before us, making the way so we can follow in His steps, entering into sweet
communion with Him. Not only in a personal sense, but also Nationally as God is bringing
unimaginable transformational change for America.
Upon reflection of Armstrong's statement, The Eagle has landed - upon the heavenly
sphere, it can be said countless inhabitants of this land will freely enter into the light of
Christ. “America, the Mighty Eagle has been raised up to land.” Or, as the scriptures
say, “...sit in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus.” (Ephesians 2:6 NKJV).
In the Artwork, our Risen Lord is gazing upon you while adorned with His golden crown
from where the Eagle landed in the Sea of Tranquility. The Greater reality is Jesus is the
Sea of Tranquility! This depiction of the moon with the shining face of Jesus is a picture
of the Church. The Church and the Moon have striking similarities, some of them are:
•
•

The moon shines with the reflected light of the Sun. In like-manner, the Church
receives her Glorious light from Christ, the Sun of Righteousness.
The moon is the lesser light that rules the night. The Church shines her radiant
light upon the darkness of the world... to give the light of the knowledge of the glory
of God in the Face of Jesus Christ (2 Corinthians 4:6 NKJV). For centuries, people
have imagined a man in the moon or ships in the clouds. As never before, the King
of Glory will not be a fleeting imagination, but will shine forth out of His harvest
moon Church with a radiant reality the world has never seen before - like looking
through a powerful telescope at a heavenly body.

•

Water waves are the result of the gravitational pull of the sun and moon. These
waves are the tides, or in other words, tidal waves pouring out upon the shores of
lakes and seas. The force of the moon's gravity greatly affects the earth, because
of their close proximity to one another other.

God's Holy breath was on the U.S. Constitution document from its formation to its
finalization. His Breath can never die, so it lives on in power. The first part - the Preamble
declares, "We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect
Union, establish Justice, [and to] Insure domestic Tranquility...”
The time is now here when the Lord's Breath becomes a mighty rushing wind. No more
will there be just a drizzle of Glory, as powerful as that is now, the Greatest outpouring of
His Spirit ever is beginning to fall, where its surging rivers will rise up into a Glorious
Deluge of Power and Tranquility, drenching America and the whole earth - for He is
the Prince of Peace! We therefore declare the fulfillment of America's Constitutional
declaration that insures domestic Tranquility.

Leprosy in the Bible is a vivid depiction of the spiritual defilement of sin.
In the upper right corner of the Artwork is a park called WorldWay Park. You'll see a
huge bronze sculpture of several people holding up the world. This speaks of the masses
that live by the ways of the world, upholding its mortal values. “Do not love the world or
the things of the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not in Him.” (1
John 2:15 NKJV). In front of the sculpture are numerous people being drawn out of the
park. There they stand, every race, nationality, culture, and religion at the CROSSwalk of
decision, ready to step out from the park's vicinity into something radically new.
Many prophetic voices declare that 2020 will be a profound time for the Church, as She
enters into more of the fullness of her Bridal identity. The year 2020 is a leap year! In
front of the people standing at the curb, you can feel the powerful force of the Lord's
gravitational pull of love, launching the two young people, arm in arm, into One Giant
Leap. Their faces express a profound sense of joy and exhilaration, as they make their
landing into the one who is The Sea of Tranquility. Salvation in Christ brings
unspeakable joy and jubilation, sweeping captives off their feet so they can forever drown
in the fathomless love of Jesus.
Notice the banner has three waves in it, as it spans across the Artwork. The young
people's tandem leap carries them from an outer realm into the flag's third wave. If the
moon was transparent you would see the golden crown of King Jesus perfectly intersects
with the top of the third wave. This Divine alignment speaks of the extravagant Glory
and Majesty the greatest of all Awakenings will be infused with. What an amazing time
of Holy convergences that are now taking place!
Leaping is very important to God, as the Bible abounds with its references. Here are a
few: King David leaped and danced before the Lord (2 Samuel 6:16). The Shulamite’s
Beloved came leaping and skipping on the hills and mountains (Song of Solomon 2:8).

Physical healing results in leaping (Acts 3:8, Acts 14:10, Isaiah 35:6). When the
announcement of the future birth of Jesus was heard, John leaped in his mother's womb
(Luke 1:44).
There is just something about leaping!
As the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 landing is upon us, and as we enter into what I
believe is The Leap Year of all Leap Years, it will initiate an explosive spiritual
fulfillment of Armstrong's proclamation. Millions upon millions of people will take
their leap of unspeakable joy, as the force of God's love through His radiant Harvest
Moon pulls them into His Kingdom.
"That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind."
It should be noted; a person can leap higher and farther on the moon than they can on
the earth.
“You have multiplied the nation and increased its joy; They rejoice before You according
to the joy of the harvest…” (Isaiah 9:3 NKJV).

"Behold, the Glory of America!"

WHO'S WHO IN THE BANNER OF GLORY?
Among the many every day or unknown believers, you will find a baby being dedicated to
the Lord, surrounded by loved ones and supporters in a church setting.
There is a young man down upon his face and knees crying out for forgiveness, as he
enters into the Salvation of Christ.
A Messianic Jew is trumpeting an extended blast through his spiraling shofar.
An intimate time of prayer is shared between mother and daughter before the youngster
crawls into her bed for the night.
The Mayflower ship makes up the backdrop for a pilgrim family, standing together by their
home.

Regarding the historical, well-known or somewhat well-known believers… there are five
presidents besides Donald Trump. They are George Washington, James Garfield, William
McKinley, Benjamin Harrison, and Abraham Lincoln. Vice President, Mike Pence is
prominently portrayed by the right hand of President Trump, as well as being directly
above the Right Hand of God.
There are seven statesmen: Samuel Adams, Oliver Wolcott, John Randolph of Roanoke,
Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, Benjamin Rush, and William Jennings Bryan.
There are fourteen preachers (or ministers). The female preachers are as follows:
Amanda Berry Smith, Maria Woodworth-Etter, Louisa Woosley, Aimee Semple
McPherson, and Antoinette Brown Blackwell. The male preachers are George Whitefield,
Charles Finney, Eli Farmer, William Joseph Seymour, Dwight L. Moody, John G. Lake,
Billy Sunday, Paul Patkotak, and Billy Graham.
There are two Astronauts - Colonel Aldrin and James Irwin, who was the eighth man on
the moon. He had a major encounter with the Lord while on the moon that changed his
life from a bump on the log Christian to a tireless ambassador of the Love of God. He did
broad jumps (or leaps) while on the moon.
The remaining two portray author Harriet Beecher Stowe, as well as the great civil rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., seen delivering a speech to a large crowd of onlookers.
There are many historical figures that could be termed obvious choices to be in the flag,
but are not. All believers are represented whether they are in the image or not. I enjoyed
adding some figures one wouldn't usually expect in an artwork like this. The size of a
figure doesn't necessarily imply a greater standing than another or vice versa. All have
powerful quotes or testimonies that will be detailed and posted on this website at a later
date, as well as a description of where they are located in the flag. For now, have some
fun looking for the names you recognize within the image.
There will be updates with unfolding revelation, as well as expanded explanations of the
present contents of this revelation, not on this site but in yet-to-be-determined media
sources.

